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Nitrogen gas leaks from tank in CEBA
Fi remen cal led to secure
leaking tank Tuesday
by Lloyd Whitehead
CENTRAL FLOR IDA FUTURE

•

Firemen arrived in five 1ire trucks Tuesday morning atter nitrogen began leaking out of a tank at Ceba I.

Firemen were called to the CEBA I loading dock
early Tuesday morning after a university police office~ spotted a liquid nitrogen tank venting gas.
The insulated tank was apparently delivered to
the building late Monday, but by Tuesday morning
the 165 liter pressurized tank had begun to vent some
of its non-flammable nitrogen gas.
Firemen arrived and quickly put the tank on a
dolly, wheeling it to a grassy area as a precautionary
measure .
The venting of extremely cold gas from high pressure cylinders is considered a normal process, according to Associate Engineer Kevin Casey.
"No one was in any danger of physical harm, either
through asphyxiation or otherwise," said Casey.
"The venting process is quite normal."
Casey said nitrogen is generally dangerous only
when in its extremely cold liquid state.
Nitrogen is also a potential danger because it
causes oxygen deprivation for people in prolonged
exposure.
Liquid nitrogen, which boils at about 320 degrees
below zero, is stored in tanks equipped with escape
valves that allow some of the gas to boil off in order to
prevent an excessive pressure build-up.
The nitrogen was to be used in the Solid State and
Device Systems lab, according to Casey.

Taylor resigns from
senate secretary post
Unethical activities of Student Government, Office of
Student Affairs reason for resignati on, Taylor says
"It is, in fact, due to the lack of proper
personnel procedures, the students'
abuse of fiscal policies and the attitude
Student senate Secretary Phyllis of the Office of Student Affairs in conTaylor said she will resign from her doning and encouraging such behavposition today because of what she ior ," Taylor said.
called unethical activities in Student
After reading the first two paraGovernment.
graphs ofherresignation letter, Taylor
Taylor, who had been senate secre- spoke candidly about her impressions
tary since Nov. 21, 1988, made her of Student Government .
announcement at the start of the sen"There have been some people who
ate meeting Feb. 15.
have been critical of the moral stance
Taylor, reading from the resignation that I have taken and all I can do at this
letter she submitted Feb. 8 to SG Busi- point is tell you that I have spent my
ness Manager Mel Rogers, said she felt life standing for moral principles," she
her principles were being compromised said.
by unethical activities by members of
· "I will not cease to do that for any
Student Government and the Office of reason whatsoever."
Student Affairs.
Taylor did not name the people she
"Some people may assume that this said criticized her.
resignation is due in some way to [her
At the end of the senate meeting,
husband] Don Taylor's presidential Sen. Lisa Thieler introduced a resoluaspirations, but they would be wrong to tion commending Taylor for a job well
assume that was the only reason," she done.
said.
It passed unanimously.
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Renovations Notice

=

This weekend, the physical plant will begin renovations on the
chilled water piping in all campus buildings, including the dormitories. Because of the renovations, the air conditioning will be
inoperable from 8 p.m. until 10 a.m. on Feb. 24 and 25.

.,'
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Maki Mandela speaks at a press conference before appearing for the public
Monday night at Rollins College.

Mandela speaks on need
for change in South Africa
by Jamie Carte
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Maki Mandela, daughter of Nelson Mandela, spoke about the political discrimination of apartheid in
South Africa to a chapel full of central Floridians at Rollins College
Monday night.
Mandela, 35, kept her speaking
engagement at Rollins, even though
she had not seen her father after his
recent release from a South African
prison.
Nelson Mandela had been in

prison for 28 years.
Her message centered around the
need for change. She used analogies
and examples to express a dramatic
picture of the standard of living in
South Africa.
She also used historical examples
as strong as the Holocaust to emphasize the living conditions of the
30 million blacks in South Africa.
"Another storm is gathering on the
Southern tip of Africa," Mandela
said.
see MANDELA SPEECH page 6
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·F ake ID users easy targets for bar owners
by Dave Schlenker
STAFF REPORTER

•

•

•

•

Some manipulate their own licenses. Others try to use a friend 1s or
relative's IDs.
Either way, local bt,tr and pub owners warn that students who attempt to
use fake IDs will be caught.
Although local bar owners say there
has been a steady decline in the use of
phony IDs in the last two years, they
say there are still many forms of fake
IDs out there.
One of the most popular trends in
phony IDs, according to Knight Out
Pub owner Ray Lewis, is simply trying
to use another person's license.
"People come in here and their license says they are 5' 8" when they are
like 5' 2"," Lewis said. "People just don't
shrink like that."
He said these situations are easy to
detect because usually the students are
unfamiliar with the information on the
IDs they are using.
Lewis described a recent incident in
which he asked a girl to write the name
she had on her license.
She cooperated, but the end result
was a name that was severely misspelled.
Sometimes Knight Out employees
will go so far as to quiz the student
about the information on the license.
Most of the time, the holder of the
phony ID will incorrectly recite the
address, birth date and even the actual
name, Lewis said.
On campus, Assistant Director of
Student Affairs Vic Collazo said there

J

has been little phony-ID
activity in the Wild Pizza
within the past two
years.
Collazo attributes
Check the facts:
Out of state ID:
this to his staff's reputaA chart of out-of-state IDs is used to spot forgeries.
Businesses quiz people to see
tion for catching fake
if they are unfamiliar with their
IDs.
false names and addresses.
Two years ago, ColSigns of
lazo said, many fakes
tampering:
were detected, resulting
A broken state seal
in 16 arrests.
or bent lamination
Florida state statutes
will automatically tip
list possession of any
off a business to a
blank, forged, stolen, ficsuspicious ID.
titious, counterfeit or
unlawfully issued license as a felony punishAlterations:
able by at least one year
Simple comparison:
Small holes poked through
in prison.
Businesses check if people
the license to manipulate
Those who lend people
meet their IDs' descriptions in
dates of birth can easily be
-their licenses for the
height and likeness.
detected with a flashlight.
purpose of getting into
bars are guilty of a secR. Scott Homer
ond degree misde- source: CFF Research
meanor, punishable of
up to one year in prison.
"Mississippi IDs were hot," Collazo if we suspect."
The Wild Pizza arrests seemed to reca11ed, laughing. "After about the
Another effective way of preventing
reduce phony ID attempts within the third one you see, you start saying to minors from drinking in local establast two years, Collazo said.
yourself'! know there 1s not that many lishments is simply not accepting IDs
Lewis, however, said he rarely re- people in Mississippi.'"
that look "the least bit questionable,"
sorts to having the ID holder arrested.
Another trend was manipulating according to the owner of Boomers,
"We just send them on their way,"he the student's own ID.
Doug Littell.
said. "Maybe I should call the police.
It is a technique that, according to
The simplest way, easier on the old
But if I called the police on every fake Florida drivers license, is to poke small Littell, has kept minors out of his bar,
ID, I would be out there giving reports pin holes through the plastic and alter since it opened three years ago.
on about 30 people a night. That's not the date of birth. It is also the easiest
"If they have a Mickey Mouse ID, I
my job."
just usually ask for another form ofID,
method to to detect, Lewis said.
Collazo noted another popular trend
"You just shine a light at the back of like a social security card," he said. "lf
students used: out of state licenses. In the license and you can cJearly see the they don't have one, then they are told
particular, Mississippi.
holes," he said. ''That's where we start to leave."

Senate argues
over party credit
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•

The student senate spent more than an hour last
Thursday debating whether or not the Panhellenic
Council should be given part of the credit for sponsoring an alcohol-free party at the Wild Pizza.
If the council, which governs all sororities, is credited in a bill partially funding the party, the bill could
be vetoed by Vice President for Student Affairs
LeVester Tubbs.
The bill would originally have given $600 to Students Against Driving Drunk for a c.cmocktail" party
held Wednesday night in the student activities center.
A mocktail is a non-alcoholic version of a cocktail.
The arguments started after Sen. David Mann
pointed out that a student government advertisement said the party would be sponsored by SADD and
Panhellenic.
The argument was spurred on by Ann Gilio, •
see MOCKTAIL DEBATE page 7

N

p.m. on April 26 for the Founde(s Day ceremony. ~/~:
• Als0 in the Feb. 15 article "Senate helps PEC bring
Smithereens to UCF*itwas incorrectly reported that
the the group has already be.en confirmed to appear ./~

on campus.

Altman's Israel trip a success
by Joelle Sobourne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

President Steven Altman's recent trip to Israel led

to a possible student and faculty exchange program,
and a better relationship between some community
business leaders and UCF.
Altman returned to UCF Feb. 13 after spending a
little over a week in Israel. The trip was sponsored
and fin&nced by the Orlando law firm of Akerman,
Senterfitt & Eidson. In addition to Altman, several
area businessmen also attended.
"The purpose of the trip was to acquaint a senior
level of leadership in the community with what is
occuring in Israel," Altman said.

It was an opportunity to "establish contacts at the
highest level," he said.
The law firm invited a variety of people who could
be matched up with a counterpart in Israel, including
the president of Walt Disney World, the chairman of
Sun Bank and former governor Reuben Askew.
One of the places the delegation visited was Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Altman explained
that they toured the university and met with the
president.
"Many of their scientists and scholars are working
on the same types of projects as we are here," Altman
said."And many of their major research priorities are

see ISRAEL TRIP page 6
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• MENCKEN LIVES

Dr. John "Chuck" Chalberg
will portray one of the most
controversial newspapermen
who ever lived, H. L. Mencken,
at 7:30 tonight in the Board
Room of the administration
building.
He will express Mencken's
views on American politics,
literature and religion and he
will try to offend every member of the audience at least
once.
The event is free and open to
the public.
•KNIGHT AUCTION -

"A Knight's Affair," the
Fifth Annual Scholarship
Auction, sponsored by the
UCF Women's Club will be
held at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday

•

•Due to reporter's error, some facts ln the Feb. 15
article "Prez inauguration in April'' were incorrect .
Classes will be cancelled from tO a.m. to 1 p.m. on
April 27 tor the President's inauguration which will
start at 10:30 a.m.
Also, classes will be cancelled 1rorn 2 p.m to 4

in the University Dining
Room. President Steven
Altman and his wife, Judy, will
host the auction.
Items to be auctioned off include wind-surfers, dinners,
gift certificates and tickets to
area attractions.
•LAUGHS INVADE UCF

The U.S. College Comedy
Competition will come to UCF
at 9 p.m. Feb.27 at the student
activity Center.
All full and part-time students who wish to enter should
prepare a 3-minute clean comedy routine and come one hour
early to sign up.
The winner will be in the
finals March 22 in Daytona
Beach.
The competition is free to

anyone who wishes to attend
or participate.
• ENGINEERING WEEK

In honor of National Engineering Week, the Engineering Fair will be held on Friday.
All major engineering labs
will be open to tours and more
than 50 exhibits from engineering firms will be presented.
The highlight of National
Engineering Week will be a
presentation at 8 tonight by
Richard J. Weidenbeck, vice
president of design and engineering at Walt Disney World.
Weidenbeck will speak on
c.cThe Future Challei:ige: Technology" and present two fellowships to UCF graduate students worth a total of $70,000.

• HOMECOMING HELP

Students interested in helping to organize the Homecoming 1990 events can apply at
the Student Center Main
Desk. The deadline for application is Friday.
Interviews for the positions
will be cond_ucted Feb. 27 and
28 and March 1.
• BUSH CUTS FUNDING

(CPS) President George
Bush has proposed a federal
budget that would cause more
than a million collegians to
lose all or part of their financial aid.
More than 300,000 students
would lose aid if two Bush
budget items, to kill the State
Student Incentive Grant
(SSIG) program and cut fund-

ing for Perkins Student Loans,
pass.
Another 1.3 million students would lose $200 Pell
Grants or have their grants
cut by $50 if Congress approves Bush's proposals.
The president also propo·sed
cutting funding for the Stanford loan program, used by 3. 7
million students this school
year, by $500 million down to a
total $3.3 billion.
The administration assumes students who can't get
loans will turn to the Pell
Grant program for aid.
While Bush did propose
increasing Pell Grant funding
by $4 73 million, it was still less
than the 4.5 percent increase
needed to keep up with the
inflation rate .
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Platform

Marc Singer
Qualifications
*Civil Engineering Maj or
•Experience in management and
public relations with the Hilton
Hotel Corporation as an
intermediate level office manager
in charge of budgeting employee
and public relations.
-The Walt Disney Company. again
as an intermediate employee in
charge of budgeting and
operations.
-The F1orida Department of
Environmental Regulation, in
charge of permitting and public
informational resources.

It's time that real world experience is
brought to Student Government in order
to make greater opportunities available
to all students, this would include:
•an improved awareness between the
integral parts of the University, students,
faculty, staff administration and Student
Government.
•creation of an atmosphere for collegiate
initiative, pride, performance and
professionalism.
*increase public awareness of the
University and the opportunities that it
holds.

Brifin McClure
Qualifications

•

•Mechanical Engineering Maj or with
a Business Administration Minor.
•Experience in management and
public relations with Florida Power
and Light, St. Lucie Nuclear Power
Plant as a Mechanical Engineer
Intern in charge of Deming Awards
presentation for Japanese Union of
Scientists and Engineers.
•Martin Marietta as a Research
Chemical Engineer Intern.
•Manager of Multi-Media
entertainment corporation,
responsible for three outlets and
eighteen employees.

•

•

Platform
Jeff Laing
Qualifications
*Served as Senator for 21st
Student Senate and Chief of
Staff for Student Government
*2 year member of Activity &
Service Fee Committee
*2 year member of Political
Action Team
*Member of College of
Education Academic Appeals
Committee
*Member of Parking & Traffic
Committee
*Registered Lobbyist for Higher
Education inTallahassee

l. Parking continues to be a major
concern at UCF. This problem can be
solved by lobbying for additional
funding for parking garages and
implementing a mass-transit system
for UCF.
2. The Registration and Add/Drop
process is still inconvenient to
students. Student Government must
work with the administration to expand
Registration and implement a new
_ system for Add/Drop.
3. Thousands of scholarship dollars go
unclaimed each year due to a lack of
awareness, not availability. Our aim
. will be to install a nationwide
Scholarship Search Service to ensure
that unclaimed scholarships are made
available to all UCF students.

•

•

Jason. DiBona
Qualifications
*Served in Student .
Government as Senator and
Director of Vice Presidential
Affairs
*2 year member of Political
Action Team
*Member of Orientation Team
*Member of University
Scholarship Committee
*Member of Parking & Traffic
Committee
*Registered Lobbyist for
Higher Education in
Tallahassee

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
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FINALLY, THE COLLEGE DISCOUNT
THAT MEANS SOMETHING!!

•

•

All UCF students ·a nd facultY or~ eligible for
the Meal6y Clark Chrysler Plymouth College
Discount.

•

Notify your student/sales representative:

•

Kevin Walker
. at 831-7700
In order to purchase your next new 1990
Chrysler Plymouth vehicle at:
· ·

2.5°/o OVER INVOICE

•

*No Tricks
*No Add On Stickers
*This Applies To Any New Vehicle In Stock.
*Many Models Come With An Additional $1,000 Factory Rebate
Which Will·End This Month
./

.. 0 .

- ... . ..,- -
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SRAE TRIP
FROM PAGE 3

the same as our research priorities."
The link to UCF may come
in the form of an exchange
program for students and faculty with th~ Israeli university.
"We explored the prospects

MANDELA SPEECH

or' an exchange program and
right now it is only initial discussion," Altman said.
But as important as the
possible exchange program,
said Altman, was the chance to
better UCF's relationship with
area business leaders also
making the trip.
"We [UCF] got to establish
very close relationships with

business leaders of central
Florida," Altman said.
Normally it can take two or
three years to establish such a
relationship, Altman explained. "Now the business
leadership is confident and
knows more about UCF,"
Altman said, "and will show
more support for UCF, including hiring more gradu~tes."

LUNCH
DINNER .
MON.-SAT.
SUNDAY SPECIAL

5:00-8:30

ALL DAY

$1. 00 otf each buffet with valid UCF l.D.

~ GRAND CHINA

m

RE~TAVRANT

6856 Aloma Ave., Winter Park
1/4 mile East of 436

679-6868

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

FROM PAGE 3

Mandela called for the
United States to send military
weapons to help those who are
fighting to dismantle apartheid and overthrow the white
regime.
"We need to
move beyond economic sanctions," Mandela said.
She compared the present
Geeting into the right Law School rakes a lot more than jusc getting a
state of the African nation to
high score on che new LSAT. It takes knowing how to master the new exam
that of Nicaragua.
and knowmg the intricacies of the application process.
She also said black women's
That's why Stanley H. Kaplan created the law School Seminar. There,
you11 learn how to improve your chances of getting into the law School of
rights are virtually non-exisIf you're a freshman or sophomore with
your choice. Review actual LSAT questions. Even learn about getting the
tent in South Africa. She said
highest score on your LSAT by using the Kaplan method. And most
good grades, apply now for an Army
women are forced to give their
importantly, you11 leam how to maximize your Ll!w School application.
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
children up for adoption and
So reserve your seat coday for our next Seminar. And discover how
college.
And
afterwards.
many children become delinour advanced teaching methods and 50 years of experience can help you
plan the next three years of your life.
quents.
She said the South African
STANI.EY H. KAPIAN
education system is inferior.
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Olanres
"Most pets owned by whites
in South Africa, such as their
Wednesday. February 28th 5:30PM
dogs or cats, enjoy a far better
lifestyle and have more freeTHE SMARTEST COil.EGE
2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
dom and security than any of
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Winter Park. FL 32792
the black children who live in
Contact Cpt. Juan Soto
RSVP: 678-8400
South Africa today," Mandela
_ :10
275
24
said.
!--~~~~~~~-..:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~============================================:-'
She called the South African Population Registration
Act, which requires people to
be classified according to skin
color, dehumanizing.
She urged the audience to
.:,upport relief funds and send
money to help re1ieve the poverty in South Africa. She also
encouraged continued divestment in South African companies.
Most blacks work as domestic servants or miners and
their salary ranks way below
poverty level with no govern"I need two things to get through
mental relief. Domestic serschool
: good grades and money. I can
vants earn $50-$100 per
of the first all by myself, and
take
care
month and gold or diamond
UPS is helping me take care of the
miners earn $100-$200 · per
second . They gave me a part-time job
month.
"Black people are mere obthat really pays.
jects to be used, discarded and
·1 make almost $10,000 a year for
dispensed into rural areas
about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
working
where we meet our end and
die," Mandela said.
week. But get this, UPS has student
As a final plea, Mandela
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
said, "South Africans want
a year for college. Compare that
freedom for generations to
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
come."
Mandela acknowledged
schedules--mornings, or nights. My
that when majority rule is
work hours fit around my class hours.
obtained in South Africa soMost students work in Operations. But you
cialism will probably be enforced.
might get something in Accounting, IndusA few demonstrators
trial Engineering, l.S. or Customer Service.
marched in front of the chapel
"No other company offers more to
with their confederate flags
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
and signs~
One protestor called Manwhat you need to get your diploma."
dela a "red communist."
Applicants are being considered
In a question-and-answer
for your local UPS office. For
session after her speech Maninterviews or more information about
dela said, "Who are they to
dictate to us what kind of sysUPS, see your school's career
tem we choose?" referring to
development or job placement
the ·protestors outside. The
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
audience laughed at her reemployer.
mark.
M/F
Oth~r questions students
raised included military position, women's rights and the
future of the apartheid situation.
Mandela is touring the
United States to talk about the
South African cause. She
claims not to be a political aGtivist.

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.

!

ARMY ROTC

'"I

I* I

~

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UP DELIVERS E UCATIDI
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MOCKTAIL DEBATE
FROM PAGE 3
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•Over 5,000 Sq. Ft. Fully
Equipped Beautiful Martial
Art Center
·Universal Weight Machines-====
• Olympic Set Free Weights

•

Looking so smart!
It doesn't take a lot of
money to look like a
million. For precision
cuts, fashion penns,
and the Series professional line of hair care
products. A great look
at a-, great price. What
could be smarter?
Find out for yourself
why people keep

•

•
•
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PAUL Mll-Cl_,ELL. COST CUTTER8

SUNDAYS
ITS Tl"' RliTIJRN OFTI IR "SUNDAY llArrv I IOVR" WITI I SI.SO ORIN KS

FROM S:OO 10 Cl.OSI!

AND IJVDY W1fUCDAY•• •

~~~~~~~i:=~g~i:_:r.tT':O:

(407) 898-4251
494 Rickenbacker Drive
at the Orlando Executive Airport

Panhellenic social chairman,
who said Panhellenic did most
of the work organizing the
party.
After several amendments,
the bill currently allocates
$450 for the party. One
amendment to the bill specified the party was facilitated
by Panhellenic.
The bill has been tabled for
one week. No new date was set
for the party, which was free
and open to all students.
Sen. Lisa Thieler, who sponsored the bill, said Tubbs recently ~old her he will veto any
bill with the words "Greek
Council" in it.
According to Thiel er, he
recently vetoed a bill that
would have given $500 to
Greek Council for an Alcohol
Task Force workshop March 4.
The bill was reintroduced
without mention of the Greek
Council and passed Feb. 8.

COST CUTTERS

LAST CALL

SUNCREST VILLIAGE
I 0071 University Blvd.
(University & Dean)

679-6766

•

Open 7 days a week for your convenience!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$5.75 Haircut: $19.95 Perm •
:
(Regular S6.9S)
•. or Body Wave
•
All Hair Lengths

,• A
·
•~ 0 ppomtment

Necessary

•

•
•
•

CRcaular$24.9S)

Laaa H1ir er special wrap1
sliahtadditiooal cbargt:.
Appoiumcnt recommc:ndcd
Walk·im subject to availability.

COST CUTTER8 : COST CUTTERS
WfhitisalllpXl.Goocl Thru• w .. ~ Good Thru
3/1 /90 :
llff
3/1 /90

l¥ll=:.llff
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20% Off

In stock
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Haircare Products
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Lefstalk about
your most
!fDPOrtallt
inveslment

Your career.

lhel'e's no investment that delivers returns like the elforJ you pul into
builcling a successful career-. Returns like personal satL,lact.iof\ growth
opportunities and finandaJ reward. So if you coo.5ider Investing In a

financial services career. consider Merrill Lynch. Alter all, no one knows
invesbnents Uke we do.

..

\lk'd like to tell you about our career Investment strategies at an upromlng career Interview. We11 talk about Lraining.-career mobility and,
most hnportant. the versatility that comes with being a rmandal
Consultant with the industry leader.
The interviews will be held:

March 6, 1990
Greer Rf'.8ounE Center
Unlvenlty of Central Florida
Call today to schedule an appointment

•

Barbara Houben
Recrultmenl C.00..dinalor
Career Re9ow-re Center
Unlver!lty of Central Florida

(407) 275-2361

•

~Merrill Lynch
A tradition of trust

_,.L~11

•

.. r••......,.._1.,_....,r""*""'.

Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply.

rJ3 an/:;;;;;tidZ ~
==='

rycourteous service to UCF students

9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100

Management
Positions
Available
Duties: Overall responsibility for the publication and management of the campus newspa- ·
per. Determines editorial content and policies,
appoints and supervises a staff of student writers a.n d editors. Oversees the business manager
and business department, and serves as a
member of the Board of Publications. ·

1=l•f11: 1111~m: u1 a;J
Duties: Responsible for the management of the
campus newspaper's business office. Appoints
and supervises a staff of student advertising
representatives, and serves as a member of the
Board of Publications.
For more information call Scott Horner
or Eric Dentel at 275-2865.

Deadline for api)lications
is February 26.
-

- - '"'' • ... ,.,r ..t

• • ·
·
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Students deserve
a chance to judge
who is qualified
Simply put, President Altman made the
wrong decision.
Even though his study of the student government elections statutes may have led him to the
conclusion that Don Taylor fell short of the eligibility requirements for student body president, Altman should have overruled the statutes and allowed Taylor to run.
The elections statutes, that half-baked, confusing and contradictory collection of edicts,
rules and plain fluff, have several major flaws.
But the biggest flaw is the eligibility requirement that kept Taylor, a student with new
ideas, new programs and a passionate commitment to improve student government, from
running for president.
He may not have been the best-qualified candidate. In fact, he might have made the absolute
worst president this or any other college campus has ever seen in the whole history of student
governments.
But he should have been allowed to run.
Where is it written (besides in the student
government statutes, of course) that a firstsemester student can't make a good student
body president? In the past, first-semester students have become good student senators, and
seniors and grad students have become abysmal presidents.
Sure, they might be less familiar with the
way things are done at UCF or in student
government than someone who has been attending school for one semester.
Who says that's a liability? A fresh perspective might be just the thing to sha,ke things up
at student government, which too often seems
to be running only on impulse power.
Maybe a president should have a certain
amount of experience with UCF and SG. But
that is an issue that the voters should be allowed to decide for themselves.
Taylor has already gotten a degree from a
Florida university. He has been attending senate meetings regularly for months. He is more
familiar with the way our student government
is run than 99 percent of the UCF student body.
Maybe that isn't enough to make him a good
student body president. But the voters never got
a chance to decide for themselves whether he
was qualified. That is wrong, no matter what
the statutes say.
President Altman should have given Taylor
and U CF a chance to fix that.
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A message for Gator fans: Get lost
The following opinion column is directed to the
filthiest, most horrid people on camp us: UCF students
who don horrid clothes from other colleges and universities.
I know this is nothing new to avid Central Florida
Future readers, and I hope this reaches all three of
you, but I would again like to voice my concern about
all those useless Gator T-shirts and logos still floating around this campus.
Why is this such a problem on our humble campus?
It's not just Gator stuff that is so blatantly out of
place on campus, but worthless goop from any other
college or university.
Some folks think that the farther away the school
is, the more acceptable it is to litter UCF with their
shirts and garbage. Eh uh.
The last time I brought this shameless factor up, I
was approached with logic like: "Well, I used to go
there, and I'm still proud of it."
What kind of goofy, lame answer is that?
First of all, you are here now and not there,
meaning that you must have done something wrong
if you are here and want to be there. Get it? Got it.
Good.
Ifyou were married a second time, would you wear
a T-shirt bearing the name of your former wife (assuming the shirt said something nice about her, of
course)?
If we suddenly found ourselves in a war fighting,

oh, let's say Russia, and you were drafted, would you
have a bumper sticker on your American jeep saying
"God must be a Communist because people bleed
red."
I think not.
Second of all, you're in college now; it is an experience that should be ladened with vicious, bloodthirsty, good-old-fashioned rivalry.
Ifyou wear something like a Gator T-shirt, it's not
like you are at a football game where there is chance
other happy Gators are in also in attendance.
No! You are in the Knight Zone now, Buckeroo,
and you will have no friends if you continue.
Maybe you'll have a few friends, but they will only
like you because they probably went to a place like UF
too, meaning they most likely failed out and also have
severe mental deficiencies as well.
Simply put: don't pollute our campus with merchandise from other schools. You are at UCF now. Be
proud of it or go back to where you purchased your
loopy T-shirts.
~
UCF. Love it or leave it, pinkos!
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•STATIC OVER WUCF

Editor:
WUCF Station Manager Peter
Corron has imposed new limits on
the heavy metal and progressive
programming. He advocates censoring lyrics and selective programming.
We are attending UCF to complete our education and prepare
ourselves as responsible adults.
Unjustly, Mr. Carroll, through
censorship, would prefer to form
our opinions for us. Thanks, Peter
Carroll.
The programming of WUCF
should reflect the musical tastes
and preferences of the student
body; it is supposed to be a service
to us students.
So, students, let us ask ourselves, "Do Mr. Carroll's limitations increase the value of the
service, or do they diminish our
listening plea~ure?"

And Mr. Carroll, ask yourself,
"Am I imposing the limitations to
blatantly censor an art form, or do
the new limits honestly reflect the
will of the UCF student body?"
As responsible adults, we deserve some straight answers.
Kathy Roux
social sciences
• ABSURD RULING

Editor:
Where's the common sense in
keeping Taylor's name off the ballot? Let's look at it objectively.
Is he a UCF student? Yes, he's in
his first semester.
Does he have a UCF GPAof2.0
or higher?
Since this is his first semester
here, this rule does not apply because he has no computed UCF
GPA yet.
What else is there? Oh, yeah,

student government Attorney
General Lori Dickes legal opinion
which said students · seeking to
hold leadership positions must
fo Bow The Golden Rule standards.
He has.
He's now taking classes here, is
not on probation and has yet to
have a UCF GPA
What's the deal? Having no
GPA?Ifthat's it, it's like saying to
all first term students, "Ah, we've
decided you can't run for office."
It's akin to telling immigrants
to our country (legal, that is) that
they can't run for public office.
That's absurd.
C'mon Lori, where's your sense
of objectivity? Let the man run
and let the UCF student voters
decide whether he should be our
next student body president.
Andre Marrou
radio television
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Cooking: one of the human race's major achievements
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Today's Practical Homemaker Topic is: Useful Cooking
Tips and Hints.
Cooking is one of the major
cultural achievements, along
with golf, that separate human
beings from animals. Animals
don't cook.
When they encounter something that might be food, they
just snork it down. My editor's
dog, Clementine, once ate
aquarium gravel WITHOUT
EVEN HEATING IT UP .
Some scientists believe that
ants might cook. The reasoning
here is that if you look at the
kinds of culinary treasures that
worker ants are always scuttling off with, such as dead bees
and worm heads and filth-encrusted Rolaids fragments, you
have to say to yourself, as a
scientist, "Surely they're not
going to eat that RAW?" So the
..,
theory is that maybe in one of
:~
their secret underground tun'!.
nels they have a kitchen facility
staffed by temperamental chef
ants wearing little dorky white
hats and communicating by
angrily waving their feelers
("You morons! I said FRESH
worm heads!").
Unfortunately we cannot prove this, because ants
are very difficult to study. I learned this last Christmas when my son got one of those educational ant
farms, the kind where you put some ants inside, and
they dig in the sand and educate your child until he
eventually gets a full scholarship to Harvard. Finding the ants was no problem. Our house has received
the coveted four-star rating from the Worldwide Ant
Directory of Places To Infest, and we quickly attracted a whole squadron of them by using an old
Indian trick wherein you smear a glob of Smucker's
grape jelly on your patio, and when an ;.int gets into
the blob, you simply grab it and plop it into your farm.
Unfortunately, it turns out that the particular brand
of ants we have on our patio does not respond well to
being grabbed, so instead ofbeingeducational, they'd
just lie on top of the sand, encased in jelly, twitching.
My son was concerned about this, but fortunately I
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According to the Institute For
Consumer Alarm, your kitchen
is one of the most fatal places in
your home. The number one
cause of kitchen death, of course,
is eating an entire tube of
Pillsbury's chocolate-chip cookie
dough raw. Nobody ever takes
the time to heat it up. More than
two-thirds of the total world
supply is consumed right at the
Pillsbury factory, the floors of
which are littered with the bodies of moaning, dough-bloated
workers.
Also the odds are that your
kitchen contains large quantities of microwaves which, let's
stop kidding ourse · ves, are
deadly atomic radiat1on. Look at
the evidence. Years ago, the electricity industry purchased vast
quantities of deadly atomic radiation for use in nuclear power
plants, many of which had to be
shut down for safety reasons
when nearby gardens started
producing 400-pound -zucchinis.
So the electricity industry was
stuck with all this excess radiation, and suddenly, CONVENIENTLY, they come out with this
new "miracle appliance" that
DOESN'T GET HOT but can
cook a hot dog in 30 seconds and
cause an egg (Kids! Try this at
home!) to actually explode. Anri
we're supposed to believe that
tis is made possible by umicro©1990 Trlbu'!e Media Services, Inc.
waves," friendly, harmless Ozzie
was able, as an aware parent, to explain the situation Nelson rays that we're not supposed to worry about
in sensitive ecological terms. ''These are ants," I even though they are capable of easily penetrating a
explained. "We hate them."
convenience-store burrito that you couldn't cut with
This is not to suggest that I have anything against a machete.
Smucker's products. Au contraire (literally, "I have
Next time you're in the department store micronothing against Smucker's products") Once at a bar wave section, take a close look at the salespersons'
mitzvah I met a man whose life was saved by ajar of sportsjackets, and try to think of a way you could
Smucker's strawfierry preserves. I am not making obtain mutant colors (or, for that matter, salesperthis up. He was returning from the store with the sons) like those WITHOUT exposure to radiation.
preserve jar in a bag stuck inside his coat, and a
This is why top home economists recommend that
mugger attempted to stab him, and the jar deflected you limit your food-preparation activities to the Two
the knife, thus saving his life. He wrote a letter about Basic Food Groups, namely(l)Takeoutand (2) Delivthis to the Smucker~s company, which sent him a ery. And if you must go into a kitchen, you should
whole case of strawberry preserves. I bet he looks carry a protective jar of Smucker's brand strawberry
ridiculous carrying it around inside his coat, but at preserves, although I should point out, in case the
Smucker's people thoughtfully decide to send me a
least he's safe.
And safety is always the number one topic when gift in exchange for mentioning their name 10 times
you're talking about Useful Cooking Tips and Hints, (counting these: Smucker's Smucker's Smucker's),
which as you may recall is what we're doing here. that.I myself am a boysenberry man.
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Phi Delta Theta
Come out and show your support for the
soccer team today at 5:00 on Field 3. Good job
on the win last week. We're 2 and 1 . Happy
hour at the house Friday, with ll Tll.
Delta Sigma Pi
Weekend events: 02124 Bowl-A-Thon; Let's
raise some Big Bucks for Junior Achievement I
Also on 02/24 Rose and Thorn at Renee's
house.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
•
Thanks ADP, KO, DOD, DG, ZfA and Pi-Phi
for your participabon in Queen of Hearts. You
helpedmakeitagreatsuccessl Sig-Epsports:
Soccer today at 5:00 vs PKA. Also, basketball
at 6:30 vs ATO (outside cts) Roger Noel is
undeniably and deservedly Bro of the Week.
Keep on studying hard and get those good
grades. Athlete of the Week is Dave "Pinky"
White.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Thanks to the girls at last Sun.'s meeting .
Brotherhood Week this week. CAN party at
the Park. Bus leaves for White Rose frorn the
Wild Pizza. MDA intersection Sat. 10:30 at the
quad.
Delta Tau Delta
This past weekend we had a great time, I'll tell
you about it in this short rhyme. Last Saturday
morning we cleaned up our mess, Thanks to
Craig 1t was a great success!
Our sex-on-the-beach party was also that
night, but when Acacia showed up in toga's it
caused a great fright. Greg stayed sober
which was an amazing feat, Dave and Craig
slept outside on the deck on top of a sheet.
Jason threw Andrew into a pool, then he got
soaked. He didn't think it was Kool. Jason hot
his revenge, Dave and Craig got soaked, but
they got him back, it was truly provoked.
On Sunday morning we got up a 9 and were off
to the Human Crisis Center for Wayne's
community service time. Sunday ahernoon
we had our academic lunch, thanks to Tony
we learned a whole bunch.
This Friday there is a Happy Hour wilh PhiDelts at 4, then Saturday at 9am n's off to
WAR. Greek Week will be here in no nme at all,
the DELTS will WIN and have a ball. So get
psyched for Spring Break it's coming up soon,
but tor now study hard, don't be a bafoonl
Kappa Sigma
Hey good game yesterday soccer team-softball practice on Saturday. Get pumped for Sat.
nitel YeeHawl See Sam if you want to: play
softball, umpire softball and/or coach Hoor
hockey. We need you I Let's all Jam on grades
and repeat last semester First in Grades. Go
Knights!
ACACIA
Good luck Travis, Mike and Mike with Initiation. You will make it tf you do your best.
Congratulations t:J..t::.ll, AMI & llr for Queen of
Hearts. Dress up IKP FRI. Show Black & Gold
Pnde.

JSU/Hillel
Get involved with Jewish Student Union/Hillel.
Programs, mtgs, parties and lots more. MTGS
every other Monday Rm 214 SC for more Info.
Call Adam Smith 381-5712
Racquetball Club
Interested in Racquetball? Join the UCF
Racquetball Club. A great way to have fun,
stay in shape, and meet other players. All level
of players welcome. Call 678-1848.

.Music Recording Society
The UCF Music Recording Society's band Is
having their next session Tues. Feb. 27 at
6pm. Last minute Song Contest Entries can
be turned in the Rehearsal Hall. Regular
meeting is on Wed. Feb 28 at 6pm in FA108.
Cookout plans will be discussed.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
FROLIC! CRAZVI AWESOME! These are
just a few of the ways to describe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 6:15pm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center Building 2. Be
There I
French Club meeting-Fri Mar 2 at 2pm
PH114. Dinner plans for the evening will be
discussed for more Info. Please contact Frank
at275-4433
IWIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
. SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYSI!!
Qb1ective: Fundraiser
~ommitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1 ,400
_aost: Zero investment
Campus organizations, dubs,
frats. sororities call OCMC:
1(800)932-0528/1 (800)950-8472, EXT. 1O

WHY RENT? Get some affordable equity
1983 Mobile Home;2BR;5 minutes from UCF;
1 minute from E-West; $10000 or will help
finance at $11000. Call to negotiate terms
277-5881 Ive msg
Beautiful 2 story, 3bdrrn, 2bath home. Fireplace, formal dining room, eat-in-kitchen.
LOTS OF STORAGE, full basement, 2 car
garage. Cul-de-Sac. Asking $88,500. Call
886-7180
MUST SELLI Spacious 2 bed 2 1/2 bath
condo near 436 & Curry Ford. Includes ceiling
fans, vertical blinds, & appliances. Has clubhouse, tennis courts, & pool. $49K call eves
380-0635
Surfboard: Gee-Escape $130 Call Mark 3397721
Loveseat wtmatchlng sofa-bed $250 includes delivery call 282-1603
Mike or David
Printer-brand new Panasonic KXP-1124
printer. Never been used $300 080 Call
Andy 277-0553 Leave message
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from government from $1 without ctedlt
check. You repair. Also tax delinquent foreclosures CALL 1-805-682-7555 Ext. H2124
for repo list your area.
(call 7 days a week)

Female seeks same to share 2B/2B apartment Minutes from campus. Pool, jacuzzi,
tennis $272/mo + 112 utilities call 678-6235
Responsible M'F to share nice 3bdrm, 2bth
duplex 1n Oviedo. Microwave, washer/dryer, 1
car garage, fenced yard and jacuzzi. 6mi from
UCF.
$2751month + 112 utilities.
Call JeH at 365-2480 Morn/Eves.

Shane electric guitar. Metallic blue with black
neck. Brand new. Asking $145.00. Call 2822178.
2 Story house for sale by ownerll
3 bed 2 112 bath; house is 1 yr oldll
includes fireplace, deluxe carpet,
custom blinds, W/D, fridge, and fenced back
yard. Excellent 1st investment I Call MIKE @
894-5012 or 273-8941.
Asking 79900 but will negoliatel

Seeking responstble female to share 4 bdrm
house wtmale. Includes private room, own
phone line, use of computer, washer/
dryer,m1ctowave 15min. from UCF. $195/mo
+ 112 util. Reduced rent lor light housekeeping
and some babysitting. Call 366-1919, leave
msg. or call af1er 5.
Male roommate wanted to share 3bd/2bath
house. Loe. Deer Run. Ask for Mike or Randy
695-9147. S225mo + 1/3 utilities.

SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, stereos, fum1rure, computers by DEA, FBI, IRS
and US customs. Available your area rcN.
Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext C-1759.
(call 7 days a week)

Room wlbath $245 1 mile from UCF 657 -5376
Female to share 2b/2b rumlshed duplex Wllh
same $245+ 112. Waterfront 2 m1 from UCF
eves 657-1903
Male roommate to share 2bdrmt2ba$115/mo
+ 1/4 utJI. +deposit. Call Scott at 896-2193
leave message.
Roommate needed I After Feb 24th.
2 bedroom Apt. 1n Haystacks male or female,
private roorn/$210 a month plus half
utihties(electndphone). Contact Shelley at
380-7889

1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851 -7235.
2 bedroom 11 bath duplex
For rent in UCF area $475 per month
407-422-5969.
Large 2bdrm/2bath duplex 1 mile from UCF
$600 Call Jackie 678-2697
Duplex-UCF area 2 bdr Oak floors, trench
doors, skylights, wood decks $495/mo no
pets 1yr lease 249-18961277-6647-257-3461

COMING SOONll
Phi Mu Alpha
and
Sigma Alpha Iota
RECITAL
April 1, 1990
All-American Music

87 Ford Taurus SOK mi, tape, cruise, bit,
clean, wifes car looks and drives new 63951
otter X2769 or 273 8128
1984 Dodge Shelby. Immaculate cond.
70,000 m1 5 speed, AIC, STEREO Cassene.
Blue & Silver. GREAT CAR FOR STUDENT.
$2,600 0 .8 .0 886-7180
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4X4's seized m
drug raids fOf under $100 00? Call for facts
today 805·644-9533 Dept 127

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year income potential. Details. (1 )602-838-8885 Ext. BK 5780
LOSS CONTROL TRAINEE
Crum & Forster Commercial Insurance, a
Xerox Financial Organization, will be recruiting on campus Wednesday March 7 for a
trainee position for our Maitland office. We
seek graduates who have taken courses in
occupational health/safety, industrial/engineering technology, fire prevention, safety
engineering and Industrial hygiene. Our program begins with approximately 12 months of
intensive. on the job training under supervision ofskllled Loss Control professionals. For
consideration please sign up at the Student
Placement Center or send your resume in
confidence to:
Carolyn Clements
Crum & Forster Commercial Ins.
P.O. Box 945075
Maitland, Florida 32794-5075

EOE- M!F
Me? Shine Shoes?
Women Preferred
Earn up to $100 + per shift. Professional
training provided. Tuxedo uniforms. Daysi
Nights. Full/Part time. Church Street Station
and other exclusive locations. Shoeshine
Company of America since 1978 call Larry or
Sonja 671-1482.

King size bed wtheadboard $100 or
best;Ladies black beach cruiser almost new
$100 677-5143 Sandra

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

*

EASY WORKI EXCELLENT PAY I
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME.
CALL FOR INFORMATION.
504-641-8003 EXT. 2568
JOIN THE CREW I
Calico Jacks Is now hiring fun and energetic
servers for the Altamonte Springs and S.
Orlando locanons . Part time avaJlable and
Hex1ble hours. Call Bob or John for an appt@
767-2529 Remember nobody but nobody
parties hke Cahco Jacks I

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobsyour area. $17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-8388885. EXT R18189

Artist Wanted

·

You can expect a good job in the future
if you get a job with The Central Florida Future now.
Jeff Glick was the art director for The Central Florida Future from 1984 to 1986. When he
graduated from UCF in 1986 with a B.A. in graphic design, his work at The Central Florida Future
helped him get a job as a graphic artist at the Dallas Morning Times and the Miami Herald.
Jeff was hired by the U.S. News and World Report magazine as the graphics editor.
HERE'S VouR CHANCE:

The Central Florida Future is now accepting applications for the position of
art director. For more information, call Scott Horner at 275-2865.

•

*

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50678-6735

•

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma #211 671-4414.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
EXCELLENT WORDPROCESSING 8597168

•

Word processing-reports, term papers, resumes. Professionals service
Reasonable prices BARB 339-0653

TUTOR 696-5217 B. A Vanderbilt Eng., math,
SCI, SOC, Span, we i:ome to U.

•
Ski Condo Steamboat Springs, CO
Spring break week, 2br, 2ba, sleeps 8 $12251
week if 8 people $155 ea 862-7607.

CLAIMS TRAINEE May 1990 Graduates
Crum & Forster Commercial Insurance, a
Xerox Financial Organization, will be rectuit1ng on campus Wednesday March 7 for a
trainee position In our Maitland office to enter
lhts tnteresnng and challenging field you need
an ability to deal w11h people of varying backgrounds and educaoon. Our claims program
begins with approximately 12 months of intensive, on-the-Job training under supervision of
skilled Claims profesS1onals. Sign up at the
Student Placement Center or send your resume in confidence to:

•
•

SWM, NIS, 20 , quiet, na!IJre-lover, seeks
rltshpw/semi-0utgoing SWF, NIS 17-21. Must
enjoy outdoor activities and being •afone-together:
LH0026
To Place a Lonely Heart:
Stop by The Central Florida Future business
office and filloutaforrn. Your name will be kept
confidential.
To Respond to a Lonely Heart:
Send your response in a sealed envelope with
a stamp. Place Lonely Hearts number on
lower left comer of envelope. Place response
envelope in another envelope and mail or drop
off at The Central Florida Future business
office P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816

CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Christmas and next summer breaks. Many
posinons. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. S..1153.
(call 7 days a week)

National marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potenlial to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworking, and moneymotivated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5922121.

•

Fast Professional Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Sporting Goods Dist
Looking for on-campus aggressive
salesperson to promote local dist.
mult1l1ne sporting goods and apparel commission Call 273-9718 or 774-0516

Carolyn Clements
Crum & Forster Commercial Ins.
P.O. Box 945075
Maitland, Florida 32794-5075
EOE- M!F

ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAYI Assemble products at home. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. W-5780

•

ATTENTION-HIRING IGovernment jobs-your
area. $17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
EXT R5780

•
•

•

•
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-SANDS AND SOLOISTSDo you want to be rich and famous? Don't we
all? If you are looking for an opportunity to play
for a mass of UCF students, gain notoriety,
and save the Earth, then call Mark at 629-0472
aher 5:30

Earn 20% on everything you sell I
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry ror
money, We Need You I Call The Central Florida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 2752601

International Student Association
Join this Friday at the Wild Pizza- get-together
starts at 3pml

··

For sale washer $75 video camera/recorder
$450 stereo syst $50 273-2290

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

ERIN, Sorry it's late. The newspaper could not
print it on time,
Happy Birthday Chickl Love John
BRETT,
I don't really think we have anything to talk
about. Go ahead and keep seeing Bunny.
Bobby's taking me to the Wild Pizza to see La
Cage Aux Folles at 9 tonight. You'd better find
someone ELSE to use.
BARBI
Tanya,
No slacking offl Get back to workl We heard
that you are feeling much better than CATS.
Get well soon.
All of our best, and you know what thars
worth II Ill I
Eric, Bill Anissa

•

~
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The ability to read is a precious gift.
And the gift is one you can give.
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of America.
Call 856-4364 for more information.

.
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SPORTS lNRITERS

NEEDED

Opportunities are open to cover the UCF sports
beats - baseball, football, basketball, tennis,
soccer and more.Come down to The Central Florida Future editorial office and let us know if you
want a shot at covering the most exciting sporting
events in Central Florida.Or call Bill Foxworthy at
275-2865 to get all the details about getting great
seats and even better experience .

•
•

•

•
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GO KNIGHTS!!!
Were at our best for you!

--

I f YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US LATELY
YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US AT OUR BEST!

•

NEW MANAGEMENT

•

Drop Off Your Laundry
WASH - DRY - FOLD
BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORES!
CLASSES START:
GMAT...............APRIL 24
GRE ................ MARCH 1
LSAT............... MARCH 7

•

~STANLEY H. KAPIAN

/l. Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

Clean Atmosphere, Color TV, Video Games
Food, Snacks, and More!
Attendant Always On Duty
Hours:
7:00 AM - 9:00 PM 7 Days

~

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
(407) 678-8400

•

60¢ per lb. - No Limit, Or Do It Yourself
Washers
$1.00
Super Washers
$2.00
Dryers
30 minutes
50¢

Oviedo

ConY0ntenlly localed H'I
Alafaye Square

c

AUlFAYA

•

c.:::::.....!ll

g

VJ Alafaya Woods Blvd.

'l?Jises are rea
o/io{ets are 6{ue
Sugar is sweet
Jlna so are you...
Don't rely on
nursery rhymes
to tell her how
special she is
to you.
Show her by placing
a personal in
The Future Classifieds.

SOW.RE

~

uCF

Al.AFAYAlllVD

366-2041

..
and
LET
BEE BOOK;:.
ff
GET AF, A.J(_
i

•
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BREri.
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THE B :5 .
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ITALIAN RISTORANTE
10065 University Blvd. & Dean Road
Suncrest Village Shopping Center
For Reservations or Take Out
Call 671-5555

,,

•
I
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SAVOR PREMIUM QUALITY &

•
•

..

TRUE FRENCH TRADITION!

Thin, light and smooth-burning,
the exclusive French Light™
gives you the.finest in
tobacco smoking
... since 1838
pleasure.
ROLL WITH THE BEST-

••

---------------r---------------~
I
I

•

Send us your name and address and we'll send
you a FREE booklet or new~ French Light.
Cigarette Papers. Experience a world-class
smokel Limit one free booklet per person.
~~ 4-6 wlls for delivery). Must be 18 years old

•

Address - - - - - City
State
Z i p __
Sorority or Fraternity? YIN
Send lhl• coupon 10: R•publlc Tob•cco Co.

P.O. Box 8511,

•

Pro•~I

Helght11, IL 50070.

Offer Expires 9/30/90

C220A

~ACTURERS COUPON

ExplrM tl30.'t0

SAVE 31:•

.ON.

• A FREE BOTTLE OF
NECTAROSE FRENCH WINE
(ANY PARTY OF 4)

• A FREE -HALF BOTTLE OF

~

ri7'

~C7?_._

6 ..

~~"'

...
CIGARETTE ...

C220A

---------- · --------·----~
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~
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Knights blast HOuston, 12·5 in Classic
by Bill Foxworthy
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCFbaseball team defeated the
University of Houston, 12-5, in the
consolation game of the Olive Garden
Classic in Kissimmee Monday.
Long Beach State became tournament champions by defeating the University of Illinois, 4-3 to win the classic.
Senior outfielder Jim Crone led
UCFs attack and had four RBI. He also
hit a three-run homer.
UCF led 8-1 after the third inning
and had 14 hits in the game. Ernie
Martinez went three-for-four and had
four RBI and a run. Chad Mottala and
Jim Crone had two hits each.
Laurence Heisler was the winning
pitcher. He pitched five innings and
struck out four batters.
He relieved starter Pat Hubbard,
who gave up six hits while striking out
one fotter in four innings.
The Knights are 3-7 and host a fourgame series with Wisconsin this Friday
through Sunday.
The Knights had three players
named to the all-tournament team.
They were thirdbaseman Ernie Martinez, outfielder Chad Mottala and pinch
hiter Marc LeClerc.

(.

'·

Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Designated hitter Marc LeClerc hit a home run in the consolation game of the Olive Garden Classic Monday. LeClerc is the
team co-leader in home runs with two. Outfielder Jim Crone also has two home runs this season.

Tracey Stowe
leads Knights

Due-process bill
challenges NCAA

by Jay Rutenkroger

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tracey Stowe has solved the point guard problem
for the Lady Knights basketball team, according to
women's basketball coach Beverly Knight.
Barton County Community College in Kansas
provided the Lady Knights basketball team with
Stowe.
Stowe is a native of Kansas and learned the game
of basketball from her father.
"My dad taught me how to play basketball. He was
my first coach," Stowe said. "He's going to see me play
for the first time at UCF in our game against Louisiana Tech., currently the number one ranked team,
and I am very excited about that."
In her first season with the Lady Knights, Stowe,
a junior, won a spot on the starting team.
During the Christmas tournament against Columbia University Stowe showed why UCF recruited
her.
In that game, Stowe dished out eight assists, four
rebounds and only one turnover.
Stowe also played the entire forty minutes in that
contest.
On Jan. 13 against FIU, Stowe made 14 assists
with only three turnovers. Another of Stowe's top
performances came against the FAMU Lady Rattlers.
In that game Stowe battled against FAMU's
Shelley Boston, who leads the NCAA in steals with an
average of five per game.
Stowe handed out seven assists with five turnovers. Boston manag~d one steal from Stowe.
"Tracey is very consistent both offensively and
defensively," Knight said.
"She's only had two games where she committed
more turnovers than assists. She is the one player
who is totally in charge of our offense and, in essence,
she's our coach on the floor."
"She is a fine leader who leads like Jil1 Killen,
through example," Knight said.
"The team comes first with her and the players
know that through her practices and performances
during our games."
Stowe was introduced to UCF through her junior
college teammate, Killen.
She considered attending Akron University and
Northernlowain addition to UCF. Thehead women's
coach at Northern Iowa also. coached Stowe in high
school.
"I liked the way Coach Knight handled her program best so I decided to come here," Stowe said . .
After earning her bachelor degree in liberal studies, Stowe plans to enter graduate schqol and study
exercise physiology.

Staff Report

Nebraska campuses can ignore penalties imposed
on their sports programs by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) if the NCAA doesn't
strictly follow constitutional rules when it investigates them, Nebraska's state legislature decided.
In a direct rebuke of the NCAA's practice of investigating member schools' sports programs and punishing them without letting them defend themselves,
the legislature passed a bi11 Jan. 26 that would
prevent the NCAA from penalizing any Nebraska
schools if it follows those normal procedures.
The bill, which has not yet been signed into law .by
~v. Kay Orr, also would make the NCAA liable for
any money its sanctions cost a school.
If it becomes law, the measure would set up legal
confrontation with the NCAA that, in turn, could
'.
greatly diminish the NCAA's power to regulate how
member schools recruit and pay athletes.
'llJ'he process our members have set up does provide for due process," said NCAA spokesman Jim
Marchiony.
Asked if he thought the NCAA will be affected by
the Nebraska bill, Marchiony said, "Not at all."
The bill's sponsor was Sen. Ernie Chambers of
Michael Laughlin/CENTRAL FLO AIDA FUl unE
Omaha, a constant advocate of sports reform. For the
Junior guard Tracey Stowe prepares to make a pass
past nine years, he's championed legislation to pay
college football players in the state, arguing they
in one of the Lady Knights' games this season.
should share in the ticket and television revenues
As a point guard Stowe understands she probably they help create.
will not score too many points, but rather setting
He first introduced the due process bill last year in
plays and passing the ball to others.
response to a 1988 U.S. Supreme Court ruling that
"I've been playing point guard all my life. I was never the NCAA is a private, voluntary association, and
tall so I never played any other position. I was al ways consequently doesn't have to comply with constitutaught that's the way you play and running the tional due process requirements when it punishes.
offense, not scoring points, is my job."
The case involved University of Nevada-Las Vegas
But Stowe was not always able to run offenses basketball coach Jerry Tark.anian.
·
effectively. "Out of high school I used to play so out of
The NCAA placed UNLV on two years' probation
control. My junior college coach helped me to control in 1977 for violating 38 recruiting rules, including 10
the game more and cut down on turnovers."
by Tarkanian himself.
At UCF, Stowe feels her game has improved even
A Nevada state court ruled the sanctions were
unfair because a NCAA investigator was biased
more.
"Since I came here my vision has improved greatly, against Tarkanian, but the high court reversed the
which is necessary when adjusting to Division I decision.
basketball," she said.
Basketball is not the only sport in which Stowe
participates. She also plays golf and may try out for
UC F's women's golf team.
For now, Knight is glad that Stowe plays on her
team.
"Tracey is a great addition to our team. The previous two seasons I've had to worry about our point
guard situation that I know I had a lot of hair turn
gray. It is so nice not to have worry about our point
guard."

.,
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UCF ·broadens its horizons
International students bring the universe into university; come from
near _and far to gain an educ~tion as well as a cultural experien.ce
by Carlos Martinez

the college
experience consists of more than
just going to class and making
good grades.
One must appreciate the extracurricular activities, clubs and
writing for newspapers that make
up the rest of college life.
The most important aspect of these activities is
simply the interaction of people. That's what
brings the universe into university: the great diversity of people that study, go to class and form
ideas together.
Therefore. it is easy to see that the university
student body consists not only of American citizens. but of citizens of other nations.
Statistics based on enrollment last semester at
UCF show international students come from as far
away as Australia and Turkey.
The majority of international students at UCF,
however, are coming primarily from the Asian and
Far-Eastern parts of the world.
India. at the top of the list. is the homeland of 47
international students. China is next on the list
with 34 students at UCF. Canada has 22. Taiwan
and Lebanon both tie for fourth with 21 and the
United Kingdom has 20 students attending.
On the other end of the student scale, five
countries have only one student at UCF. They are
Australia, Luxembourg, Ghana. Somalia and
Denmark.
With the total UCF student population at about
20,000, these numbers may not seem like a lot.
But consider all the universities nationwide that
may have about the same number of international
students.
Douglas Mowry, the coordinator of
International Student Services. said given current
information, the influx of international students is
nationally stable.
Considering the number of foreign students
attending, the fact there is no collegiate recruitment abroad is very astounding.
"Most foreign students here learn about UCF
through word of mouth," Mowry said. "As UCF
matures. it should become more attractive to
international students for study."
Most foreign students are here on temporary
visas that allow them to study.
Although they are able to attend school here,
Mowry stated it is very hard for a student to qualify
for a permanent residency in the U.S.
He went on to say the students are not primarily
from one class of society, but from a full range of
backgrounds. Some are able to go to school fully
on grants awarded for their ability.
What. one might ask, does the average foreign
student study? On the whole, the fields of study
most international students go into inv.olves technical field- engineering, science, physics and
chemist:ry.
Being such a contrast to what a majority of
American and European students go irito (liberal
arts studies). one might recall the difference in
mathematical training in Eastern and Western
schools.
The average test score in math for the international student is considerably higher than that of
the American student.
Most students stay in the U.S. to attain at least
an advanced degree in their field. Because nations
like India and China are so populous, their school
systems simply cannot supply the amount of
collegiate preparation needed to educate the
NTVERSl1Y STUDENTS KNOW
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•

see FOREIGNERS page 4
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Seek'Revenge'attheater
Costner,
Quinn,
Stowe:
best mix
for love
triangle
power
struggle,'
make for
successful
movie

Week
• La Cage Aux Foiles will
be showri in the student activities center at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. •
Students of Wrancher, McQuinn and
Wolf will perform at noon in the UCF
Rehearsal Hall. • Under Milk Wood by
Dylan Thomas will be performed in the

Seminole Community College Fine Arts
Theater tonight. Feb. 23 and 24 and
March 2 and 3 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 25 and
March 4 at 1:30 p.m.
•The Miss AASU Pageant
and party will be held in the
student center auditortum from 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m. (party at 10 p.m.). •The
Beiyeu Student Flute Recital will be
held at 8 p.m. in the UCF Rehearsal Hall.
Big ()pens for Rush at 7:30 p.m.
in the Orlando Arena. Tickets - $18.50.

•Mr.

Jay Cochran
(Kevin Costner)
enters into
a passionate
love affair with
his friend's wife
and sets the
scene for
"Revenge."·

Life son

Peart

Lee

• Starship will perform at Busch Gardens in Tampa. Tickets are available

through Ticketmaster outlets.

W'fJrlt! N!a
Columbia Picture.

and into the paranoid world of payback time.
EVENGE.
Based on Jim Hanison's novel of
the same name, Revenge concocts a
lbe oldest motive lmown
Rated: R
to man," said Dirty Hany
brew of betrayal and romance that
Starring:
Kevin Costner,
banks on and cashes in with the everCallahan.
Anthony Quinn.
popular love triangle.
"When setting out for revenge. it's
Madeleine
Stowe
Dubious businessman Tibey Menbest to dig two graves," said James
Director: Tony Scott
dez (Anthony Quinn) and his wife
Bond. Unquestionably, both statements hold more than simple truth.
Miryca (Madeleine Stowe) seem happy
Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fair
There are an infinite number of
together enjoying their rich lifestyle in
****Good *****Excellent
situations that can propel a man
Mexico.
towards revenge: power, money,
Enter Jay Cochran (Kevin Costner).
crimes committed Oust look at the maj ortty of Charles a close friend ofTibey's who's a retired Naval aviator.
Bronson films) . But there's a certain something about After a few good-bye words with his Navy buddies,
a woman, particularly a woman one loves, that sends
see REVENGE page 4
a man beyond the point of rational decision-making
by Richard Erle Karman

Revenge

R

****

•The Cover Girls and Dino
~IA.~!!!! will open for New Kids On
The Block at 8 p.m. in the Orlando

Arena. Tickets are $19.50 plus service
charge. • Egyptian Nights will be held
at the Beacham Theater to benefit the
Jake Allen Centers for Deaf/Blind Children, Inc. There will be music by Robby
Clark of Big Bang and a fashion show.
Donation is $15 per person.

• Little Vera will be shown
~Aiill!W..&.m in the student actiVities
center at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

. •
The U.S. Comedy
Competition will be held in

'Get Ahead' will spark Curiosity

the student activities center at 9 p.m. •
A program entitled Graduate Impact
will be held in the Commons at 7 p.m. •

Robin Beck sounds too much like Joan Jett on Trouble or Nothin'

Students of Wolf. Radock and Ault
will perform in the UCF Rehearsal Hall

The Charts
Week ending Feb. 23, 1990.

Top Ten College
Albums
1. Deep
Peter Murphy
2. Boomerang
The Creatures
3. The Sensual World

Kate Bush
4. Candle/and
Ian McCulloch
5. Book of Days
Psychedelic Furs
6. Beet
Eleventh Dream Day
7. Automaffc
The Jesus and Mary
Chain
8. March

Michael Penn
9. The Mind Is A Terrible
Thing to Taste
Ministry
10.11
Smithereens

e 1990 Gavin ll•porl

• GetAhead
Artist: Curiosity Killed The

Cat
Producers: Nathan East,

Glen Skinner and Allen
Toussaint
Label: PolyGram

B

1987 CURlOSl1Y
Killed The Cat released their debut
album, Keep Your Distance,
an LP blasted by critics as
being throw away pop fluff
by artists that would never
stick around.
To the surprise of those
critics, CKTC is back and
their follow up album is a
definite surprise.
The British quartet has
combined streetwise jazz,
old funk, New Orleans roots
ACK IN

and a fair dose of soul to
make Gel Ahead an album
worthy of more than one
list.en.
It is hard to resist tracks
"Name and Number," "We
Just Gotta Do It (For Us)"
and "Who Are You," when
they continuously assault
the listener with rich harmonies and strong funk.
The vocals of Ben Volpeliere-Pierrot were evident
from the opening notes of • 'n-ouble or Nothin
Keep Your Distance and Artist: Robin Beck
they are even stronger on Producer: Desmond Child
Get Ahead. The album's Label: Mercury
second track, "Do Your
Believin'," is practically
0 YOU ARE SINGING THE
carried by Ben's soulful
blues because Joan
vocal intonations.
Jett and the BlackThe rest of the cuts make hearts left and nothing can
for an interesting mix of fill the void in your heart
various musical styles and ears. right?
ranging from Detroit funk
Wrong.
.
to Caribbean calypso.
Shake, rattle and roll on
The stylistic blends and down to the local record
intelligent lyrics work well store and check out Trouble
to create a very mature and or Nothin by Robin Beck (no
surprising second LP. The relation to J efI).
true test for Curiosity Killed
Decked out in leather and
The Cat is to follow up this long black hair on the
project with something album cover, Robin could
equally satisfying.
easily pass as Jett's sister.

S

- Steven Conner

see ROBIN BECK page 4

- - - at 12 noon.

•

Les

Miserables,

based on
the novel by
Victor
I

H u

g

0

'

opens tonight
at
Bob Carr
through
. March 4.
Tickets are
available at
ticketmaster outlets.
~~~~

•Rob Base, Doug E. Fresh,
De La Soul and guest

L'Trlmm will perform at the University

of Florida in the Stephen O'Connell
Center at 8 p.m.
·
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·IT'S TONIGHT!
"THE·BIG CHILL" LADIES NIGHT!

•

..

FREE Frozen cocktails for all ladies 9-midnight
(all frozens made with generous portions of
yaptain Morgan's Spiced Rum!)
NO COVER With university I.D.
ENJOY "Spuds and Buds"!
FREE Build your own baked potato buffet 5-Spm
$1.50 Bottled Bud, Bud Light and cocktails* for
everyboqy! All Night!
$4.00 Giant 60 oz. pitchers of Bud all night!

•

"\.,

* well brands only

.

.

We play all the hits from .the 50's to the 80's.
Corne rock the night a-way with Orlando's
most energetic staff on our ~uge dance floor!
Dress Code:

Mens shirts must have collars.
No torn or tattered jeans.
No shorts for men.
Clean athletic footwear o.k.
Must be 21 and have picture I.D.

Age:

------------------· ~~--------------•

I

•

I

'

•

.

I

l Present t4is coupon for a FREE Pitcher of Bud, $4.00 value!
I

.

*Limit one per customer- offer expires 4/30/90 ·

I
I

'--------· 3.i@=-i'M?>Jf,f§;g------------- s@?iiff.'/l!tt;h
·~<;.J 'Y
.. '
fTc lb;!----;
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How do I get to
Studebaker's?

•

I I
SR434 UCF

I

•

The Oak Groves Shoppes .
(formerly Loemann's Plaza)

995 S.R. 434

Altamonte Springs
PHONE: 774-3335, 774-3340

·'

Open Tuesday-Friday 5pm-2am
Saturday 7pm-2am
Sunday
6pm-2am
Closed Monday for private parties.
Book your next private function
with us, call 77 4-3340.
·
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REVENGE

Big F: success .the hard way

That wotild not only be
boring but too simple.
Besides, Tibey isn't a common hood. One couldn't walk
into his home and simply put
a bullet in him at any convenience and leave unscathed.
Tibey is calculated in his
every move. Quinn is convincing in his portrayal of
Tibey, pulling out all the
stops.
Revenge counts on highoctane blood and thunder.
But then again, what better
way to build a film of this
sort.
Hats off to Costner, Quinn
and Stowe for their durable
performances and to Harrison and Jeffrey Fiskin, cowriters of t;he screenplay, for
their script that's absent of
any cheese-ball dialogue.

FROMPAGE2
Cochran heads straight for
Mexico. to vacation with his
long-time friend.
After a few encounters
with Miryea, Cochran understands she wants more than
friendship.
He turns his back, !mowing a relationship would
never work, but Miryea's
·unhappy marriage adds to
Cochran's attraction.
Of course, the real trouble
begins as Tibey learns of his
wife's infidelity that leads to
some tough-as-nails, heavyduty, industrial-strength
revenge.
Revenge is the cause and
the result of all the action
taking place, and rightfully
so. Miryea is vengeful of her
husband for having a mistresses. Tibey feels cause for
revenge for the obvious reasons and Cochran seeks it for
what Tibey actually does to
him.
With all this retribution
going on, Revenge is vitaminpacked with a plot that
knows when to run and walk.
It's not a matter of Cochran vs. Tibey.

Band's ideas, name open for interpretations, suggestions
•

Karmen's Video Pick
• The Dream Team
Michael Keaton leads
a bond of escaped loonies in on attempt to save
their favorite doctor from
a murder conspiracy. Be
sure to pick up this winner
of a flick.

Elektra

Rob Donin (drums), John Shreve (bass, vocals) and Mark Christian (guitar) of The Big F
approach music with a unique style and flare.
by Bridget Clark
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NEW from Hewlett-Packard

The HP-148 Business CalculatOT

The I IP-425 RJ'N Scientific Ca k ulator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Come in and try one today.
FA:.'11 HEWLETT
&'.'.~ PACKARO

i!fi INTERNATIONAL

Calculator & Computer

2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081
u,.. =<lit card or C.O.D.

Call b:rore noon ror oi:xtd&ydc•• ""f"'J"' ywr door vLo UPS

MUSIC FANS filled the
Beacham Theater the night of Monday, Feb. 5.
Due to a misprint of the concert time, The
Big F, the first opening group, had already
performed before most of the audience arrived. This change did not alfect the second
opening group, Soundgarden. or the headliner, Voivod.
The misprint appeared in the Orlando
Sentinel Calendar section. The mistake did
not leave The Big F discouraged.
The Los Angeles-based band consists of
John Shreve on bass and vocals. Rob Donin
on drums and Mark Christian on guitar.
They met two years ago while performing
in other bands. At that time, according to
Donin. they tried not to have any musical
influences, though in the past they listened
to Jirmny Hendrix and Deep Purple. They
wanted to fail or succeed on th eir own terms,
not because of what someone else had already done.
Donin described their beginning as daily
jam sessions before they invited several record companies to their gigs. The group
wanted complete creative control. Elektra
gave them this and their own label, FFF.
Donin said his first break was finding
Shreve and Christian. He admitted they do
not try to get along famously with each other.
They let everything out because they feel they
are more creative when they vent their intense emotions.
..I think our major break is that we write
stuff that we love and is fairly unique," Donin
ISAPPOINTED

said.

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Scripture Study
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

1501 Alafaya rfrail
275-0841
~~~WELCOME~~=
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The group does not print the lyrics to their
songs, but would rather leave them open to
individual interpretation. Their manager
does not even know all of the lyrics, often
adding more to what already exists.
The band has made three videos from their
month-old album: ..Dr. Vine," which was re-

leased as their first single at the end of
January, "Kill the Cowboy," their second
single and "Alpert Tango."
Donin said that The Big F does not need
girls to sell their videos, unlike other groups
such as Whitesnake. "Bands should give
themselves more credit than that," he added.
Donin describes their videos as mostly conceptual and revolving around performances.
There is one bandwagon The Big F does
join, and that is celebrities promoting social
awareness. Donin finds Sting's fight for the
tropical rain forests admirable and he wishes
all bands would use their musical influence
to become more involved with such causes.
Though Donin describes their music as
"extremely loud and different," the audience
is not. sure how to react. The group wants to
tour the country extensively in order to build
a core following.
"A lot of bands take the hard sell approach.
They vomit themselves all over the audience,"
he said. The Big F prefers to attract their fans
slowly and more naturally, without all the
hype and without shoving their music down
the audience's throat.
The Big F plans to tour for another eight
months before going back to the studio to
work on their second album, to be released
later this year. The group is already working
on new vb b songs and has the leftovers that
could not fit on their first album.
So what does the ·F' in The Big F stand for?
"Whatever you want," said Donin. "It's just
The Big F to me. I just thought it was interesting. I think our music is pretty assertive,
aggressive. The Big F sums it up."
Keeping that concept in mind, The Big F
uses a portion of the fifteenth century painting "Garden of Earthly Delights" as their logo.
l'his is to us what the tongue is to the
Rolling Stones," Donin said.
Its depiction of a knife piercing two ears
ties in with the group's outlook: their music
speaks for itself.
You either get it or you don't.

home and the like.
And it would be safe to say
that international students
people, so the students come leave with not only a reflecto learn in the U.S.
tion of how well they did
Of course, international educationally, but how they
students do not leave with adapted culturally to a differonly a degree of specializa- ent environment. Throughtion and some newly made out history, students have
friends, but with a sense of learned that one of the major
culture different than the forces of political change
have been college students
one they were raised in.
It would be impossible to themselves.
determine exactly how much
Possibly, one of the reachange has occurred with sons for this is that the unithe exchange program. Yet versity joins a great number
even President George Bush, of minds for the exchange of
in a press conference, admit- old and new ideas.
ted it was his belief that the
At any rate, Mowry said,
American sphere of influence "UCF should be proud of its
has been broadened, par- international student body.
ticularly with the help of It adds a dimension of learn__ . _______ <?~fn:es_e_ .st~d~1!'~~ _:~turning ing for everyone."
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Her singing is similar. She
has the same hardcore voice.
You probably have heard
"Hide Your Heart" on the
radio. Other songs include
"Don't Lose Any Sleep," "If
You Were A Woman And I
Was A Man," "Save Up All
Your Tears," ancl "Sleeping
With The Enemy."
There are also two nice
slow songs on the album
entitled "Hold Back The
Night" and 'lea.rs In The
Rain."
On a scale of ten, rate
Trouble or Nothin at about
4.9.
- Matt Kiefer
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